BrandWork

Introduction
Design Incorporated is pleased to
provide a credentials presentation
for your consideration.
This document covers our company
background and approach to
branding projects, selected case
studies and team profiles.
We believe that Design Inc is ideally
suited to partner with you for this
vital next stage in the company’s
brand development and look
forward to discussing this exciting
project further.
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Incorporated brand communications

Wegivethemlife.
We make brands ourselves and we use assets made by others to construct
robust, meaningful international brand platforms that combine the best of
global and local thought.
Design Incorporated is a full service branding, design
and marketing agency, so when it comes to briefing
and sharing market knowledge you need only partner
one company for all your marketing needs. We will get
under the skin of your brand and work with you both
reactively and proactively.
Our core business is providing full-service solutions
to our clients. The best bit about incorporating all
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disciplines is that it makes life much more interesting.
At Design Incorporated our hardworking specialists are
busy creating campaigns for all kinds of media through
all sorts of channels.
All of these are bound together by one thing. We think
incorporated. Whether we do all your communications
or only some of them, we guarantee to add value to
how people see your brand.

What we do for our clients
Marketing
Strategy, planning, management

Direct mail
Print DM, emarketing

Branding
Naming, identity, values

Search
Strategy, positioning, SEO

Advertising
Print, online, outdoor, broadcast

Experiential
Events, exhibitions, environments

Design
Corporate, marketing, publishing

Public relations
Press relations, partner sponsorship,
employee engagement

Digital
Web, mobile, apps
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Social media marketing
Strategy, blog writing, affiliate

programmes
Data
Planning, research, cleansing,
list supply
Media
Strategy, planning, buying

Getting started on your work
Share and review business plan and
marketing plan
Gain full understanding of where the
business is going in the next 5 years
Share any existing market intelligence
and insights
Review findings from any other market or
client research including internal interviews
and reviews from other group companies
Gain understanding of any mandatories
or marketing limitations in place through
company internal politics, e.g. levels of self
administration or historical identity that must
remain in place
Match objectives with strategic branding
recommendations and write creative brief
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Agree the brand platform
• Develop corporate and
marketing messages
• Develop advertising proposition
• Define and optimise integrated
channels
• Identify any ‘quick wins’
• Write schedule
• Commence work

Making incorporated brands
The incorporated brand is increasingly seen as a critical aspect of any
organisation’s success. Yet remaining relevant and interesting both internally
and externally is a perpetual challenge.

In the digital age, companies have lost the
exclusive power to control their customer
relationships. Customers now define how
an organisation is perceived. So companies
have to understand, open up and engage
with customers like never before. This is no
longer simply the preserve of the marketing
department. Living the brand purposefully is
more important than ever.
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DEFINING THE BRAND
• Making the brand a critical business tool
to build more meaningful relationships
internally and externally.
• Building the brand
• Turning the brand into an action plan that
ensures it is central to everything.
• Living the brand
• Helping every employee to become an
ambassador for the brand.

Shaping the incorporated brand

What is this all worth?

Equity

What does using it say about you?

How does it do it?

What does it do?

What is it?

Character

Values

Benefits

Attributes

Bridging the gap between business strategy and design
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Is your brand where you
want it to be?
If not, the difference
between where it is and
where you want to be is
the brand gap
Forward looking brands
will always demonstrate
brand gap

All the different bits of branding
The need for brand creation or rebrand can come about for a variety of reasons, the existing
design may have simple become tired or outdated, the company may have merged or restructured
and the business may have changed in its nature to such an extent that the existing logo and
branding design simply do not reflect the current or future commercial proposition.
Working from an outline brief and your guidance for the ownership of the new brand by internal and stakeholder groups, we will provide creative concepts that
will connect your with your customers and employees. We will develop a unique and distinctive creative solution that keeps you ahead of your competitors. Once
defined, we will produce brand guidelines to ensure consistency across all elements: starting with stationery, signage, as well as both online and offline brand
communications.

Naming

Identity

Values

Branding goes beyond the surface graphics. A
brand is the personality of a product, company
or institution. Everything from the name, the
identity, the colours and the tone of voice all
form part of a brand identity. How a brand
behaves, its employees and its mythology are all
assets with commercial value.

Users connect with brands with head and
heart and the most memorable brands usually
combine a strong appeal to both. Successful
brands are usually well differentiated. Others
may follow these are ‘me too’ brands. You may
not like a brand - if you do, that’s great! - But if
you remember it - for whatever reason - then it
has worked.

We can help you define or redefine your
company values, perception and personality.
This may include researched and tested subtle
and evolutionary development of existing
brands for new audiences and new media. The
conceptual birth of new brands as well as and
the extension and articulation of brands into
new markets and territories.
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Getting your brand remembered for the right reasons
Brand identity

Brand values and personality

Experience

Nature of client relationships

Procedures

Quality of outputs/products/services

Results

Results

Service

Cost savings

Quality standards
Awards
Team (Qualifications, leadership,
knowledge, attitude)
Clients
Testimonials
Social media/Events
 ptimised portfolio of the right specialist
O
products and services
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What is being said about your brand
What is being said about the brand in
the media?

What is being said about the
competition?

How is the brand performing?

How are competitors performing?

What is being said about the brand by
customers?

What is being said about the brand by
competitors customers?

What is being said about the brand by
employees?

What is being said about the brand by
employees of competitors?
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Who needs to know your brand

Prospects

Clients

Employees /
Contractors

Influencers

What do each of these audiences want or need to hear?
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Suppliers

Potential
buyers
of the
business

Other
stakeholders

Case Studies
• Affinity Aviation Group
• Attenda
• Maudsley Simulation
• Motive Offshore
• Vantage
• Virtrium
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Background
Private aviation being one of Design Inc specialist markets, we are always very busy in the
run up to the key global trade shows including EBACE. The most involved story this year
for us however was the extensive lead up and highest level prestige launch at the show of
Affinity Aviation Group - an exciting new group business by a well known and established
team of business aviation professionals. The company will initially comprise of an aircraft
sales and acquisitions service, with a straightforward and transparent approach, this will
be swiftly followed by a VIP charter division, with other complementary service areas such
as training and a European FBO to be added in the medium to long term. News around
the launch of this dynamic new business was embargoed and only shared with a selected
media partner pre-show for a show-focused exclusive - and was only made public on the
first day of EBACE.
Project Team

Account Manager
Daniel Gilbert

Brand Consultant
David Parker
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Creative Director
Paul Goldring

Web Developer
Chris Grace

Studio Manager
Jon Turner
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Approach
The intention with the Affinity Aviation Group branding work was always to position this
new player in the market with ‘instant gravitas’ and the look and feel of a longstanding
and trusted business. Albeit, starting as a boutique - putting brand identity and assets
in place that would not look out of place in an established and reputable international
corporation.
The muted colour palette and understated style of the logotype and fin device providing
a timeless and Modern feel. The tone of voice too was intended to complement an
assured air of calm.
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Scope

•

• Brand identity
• Imagery
• Tone of voice
• Colour palette
• Stationery
• Literature
• Website
• DM
• Event
• Experiential
• Environmental graphics
• PR

Result
Launching at EBACE, is a bit like making yourself heard in a room full of people talking.
But a launch at this level in this sector could not be done anywhere else. The lead up to
the launch included a digital teaser campaign as well as selected exclusive invites to the
party and interviews with key private aviation media.
The resulting coverage in publications and online matched the expectations at such an
event and put Affinity Aviation Group firmly on the map. The brand and assets Design
Inc created equipping the company with a contemporary and flexible toolkit for further
growth and development.
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Testimonial
I just wanted to send a note of appreciation for all your unflappable help and
tremendous hard work on getting us to today’s launch. I believe that thanks to
you, we are well set for not just a great launch party, but a great week of positive
PR, beautifully created printed and web material, organisation perfection and
a platform for building real success in Affinity.
Andrew Hoy CEO Affinity Aviation Group
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Attenda’s head office in Staines

Background
Attenda provide cloud computing
services to blue chip clients such
as BMI Airlines and Mitsubishi
Group. The company has evolved
considerably during our 5 year
relationship and repositioned to
suit. A relationship that started
out as Design Inc providing
a flexible and proactive local
service. Attenda are our near
neighbour in Staines, but now
extending beyond purely
geographical proximity. We have
rebranded the company twice
to date, with the most recent
makeover still ongoing.
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Indroducing

Vibrants
Definition of vibrant
vi·brant (vbrnt)
adj.
1. a. Pulsing or throbbing with energy or activity: the vibrant
streets of a big city.
b. Vigorous, lively, and vital: “a vibrant group that
challenged the . . . system” (Philip Taubman).
2. Exhibiting or characterized by rapid, rhythmic movement
back and forth or to and fro; vibrating.
3. Produced as a result of vibration; resonant or resounding:
vibrant voices.
4. Relatively high on the scale of brightness: a vibrant hue.
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The vibrants concept is based on the
metaphor of Attenda providing Business
critical IT that is alive, a spectrum of
solutions and more colourful than the
competition.
An imagery hierarchy has been created
to represent a vibrant world. An Attenda
colourscape.

Critical Applications

End User
Computing

Cloud Services

Hosting and
Infrastructure
Management

Image style
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Level 1 imagery must
have eye contact and be
natural
in the composition.
These images should
reflex real people.
The backgrounds should
represent a colour from
the palette.

Scope

Level 1 - People Portraits

Level 2 imagery must
feature one dominate
colour from the Attenda
colour palette.
The imagery style must
be of candid scenarios
with a strong metaphor.

Level 2 - People lifestyle

Level 3 detail shots to
compliment the body
copy. These images
must contain a human
element.

Level 3 - Supporting imagery

Level 4 images can
be used on any level
but must use the full
spectrum of colour.

Level 4 - Addition imagery

The range of campaign support
we provide for Attenda includes
the full marketing mix, online
and offline, experiential as well
as internal communications sales
support, conference and event
support.
• Message development
• Identity
• Colour
• Imagery
• Tone of voice
• Copy
• Stationery
• Reports/White Papers/Forms
• Marketing materials
• Printed collateral
• Promotional /gift items
• Exoeriential
• Website and other digital assets
• Video

Number of employees

Overall

3000-5000

Figure 20: what are the top three issues for your
organisation when selecting partners to work with
on IT service delivery?

1000-3000

500-1000
0%

20%

Very true

40%

60%

Somewhat true

80%

100%

Not true

They ensure we make efﬁcient use
of IT resources and keep costs
under control
They work to understand our desired
business outcomes before making
recommendations
They are able to supplement our
in-house resources on-demand
infrastructure

No. of contracts
down

25

No. of contracts
same
No. of contracts
up

37

They are ﬂexible with regard to what
is delivered after the contract
is signed
They make sure we beneﬁt from the
latest IT innovations
NOTE: if all respondents
put the same issue as top,
the score would be 3.

They recommend third party services
if they are better than those we
currently have in-house

0

1

38

Diagram style
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2

Con

Result
A consistent and consolidated brand
communications platform that supports all
Attenda marketing and keeps Attenda connected,
fresh and meaningful in a dynamic market.
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ncept Three

Services

The Home of Business Critical I.T

Critical
Applications

Hosting &
Infrastructure

Enterprise Apps, SAP, eCommerce
Microsoft Dynamics AX

Disaster Recovery, Consolidation,
Colocation, Infrastructure Optimisation

Read more

Read more

Clients

Approach

News

About

Our Guarantee...

to keep Business Critical
applications transacting

Cloud
Services
Managed laas, Managed AWS,
Self-Managed Attenda

Read more

End User
Computing
Server based Computing, Desktop
Help, Enterprise Apps Store

Read more

Challenges

Why Attenda?

Solutions

• Lorem ipsum lorem ipsum

Attenda is the UK‘s leading managed
service and cloud platform provider,
specialising in running business critical
applications It has a Business Critical
IT approach that combines business
outcome focus with a structured
engagement methodology and
supporting services and infrastructure.

• Lorem ipsum lorem ipsum

• Lorem ipsum lorem ipsum
• Lorem ipsum lorem ipsum

News

• Lorem ipsum lorem ipsum
• Lorem ipsum lorem ipsum

Contact
Attenda Limited, One London Road,

VMware chooses Attenda as launch
partner for the new Cloud Credits
Purchasing Program

Staines, Middlesex, TW18 4EX
T: +44 (0)1784 211 100
F: +44 (0)1784 211 200
Full contact details
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Read more

Site Map | Legal
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Testimonial
We originally called in Design Inc to help us out of a fix when an existing supplier
let us down. That was 5 years ago and we have had work going through with them
every week since. Whether high level branding or corporate materials or tactical
support for our sales and marketing programmes across all our vertical markets.
Design In has spent the time getting under the skin of our business trying to
understand each of our requirements and translating them internally into projects
for the designers. This approach has resulted in many right first time deliverables
and has created an environment for injecting ideas, bringing other client examples
to play and maintaining a close grip on the overall scope of our collateral
requirement. Design Inc foster the principle to always try to fit clients’ urgent
requirements into the work schedule and have certainly fulfilled this promise.
Gill Constable Marketing Manager Attenda.
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Background
The Maudsley Hospital, part of SE London NHS Trust has a long established and international reputation
for innovation and excellence in the treatment of mental health. One of the areas where Maudsley leads the
world is in their approach and training offerings is their provision of simulation. That is live scenario-based
courses for health professionals and other public/private sector employees who may come into contact with
challenging individuals during the course of their work. These can combine the use of actors and h-fidelity
mannequins and use realtime workshops for facilitator led discussions and peer learning. The interface
between physical and mental health is a key area of course content. The course content and participant
experience being fine-tuned to promote more positive outcomes in practice.
To further enable the marketing of the Maudsley Simulation brand both within and outside of the NHS
a need had arisen for the development of a sepa rate brand identity. Design Incorporated were invited
to tender a credentials pitch and based on our boutique team approach and combination of healthcare
branding and broader branding experience we were successful and appointed. The project has been going
on over the last three months and the first stage is now complete.
Project Team

Account Manager
Robert Danbridge

Brand Consultant
David Parker
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Creative Director
Paul Goldring

Studio Manager
Jon Turner

Scope
• Brand identity
• Imagery
• Colour palette
• Tone of voice
• Stationery
• Literature
• Environmental graphics
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Participants will be involved in a series
of simulated scenarios focusing on
the assessment and management of
a variety of perinatal mental health
presentations including antenatal and
postnatal depression, postpartum
psychosis, obsessive-compulsive disorder,
personality disorder and substance
misuse. Specific debrief models will
be used to allow participants to learn
positively and constructively from the
experience.

Participants will be involved in a series
of simulated scenarios using actors.
Debriefing models are employed to
assist participants to learn positively and
constructively from the experience.

Community
psychiatry
assessment
skills simulation
(ComPASS)

Aims
For participants to:
• Improve their assessment and
management of new patients.
• Improve their assessment and
management of risk in a community
setting.

Perinatal
mental health

• Gain more skills in multi-disciplinary
working and communication within
teams.
•
agencies.

After completing this course those
attending will:

• Demonstrate better understanding
of the perspectives of other agencies
involved in the care of women with
mental health problems in the perinatal
period.

together to further their understanding of
the challenges faced in these situations
and build confidence in dealing with them.

• Improve skills and confidence in the
assessment and recognition of mental
health disorders in the perinatal period
and their management.

This one-day inter-professional course is suitable for
a range of professionals in health and social care who
are involved in the care of women with mental health
problems, both during pregnancy or following delivery.
This includes all grades of psychiatrists, obstetricians and
GPs, mental health nurses, midwives, health visitors and
social workers.

This one-day inter-professional course is aimed
at community psychiatric nurses, social workers,
occupational therapists, support workers, psychologists
and doctors working in community mental health teams.
The course addresses issues arising in community mental
health teams with a focus on assessment.

It will explore some of the benefits and
challenges of working with individuals’
support systems and help professionals
reflect on how best to work with networks
and families to enhance clinical care and
promote well-being and recovery. It aims
to skill participants to work in ways that
include family and social networks in all
aspects of their work - in line with the
“Triangle of Care”.

Learning Outcomes

Aims

• Better reflect on their use of service
users’ support networks in their own
clinical practice.

For participants to:

• Consider risk in perinatal ill-health and
develop skills in risk assessment and risk
management.

Course Outline

• Demonstrate improved confidence and
skills in working and communicating

After completing this course those
attending will:
• Demonstrate improved confidence,
knowledge and skills in working with
families and networks.
• Demonstrate more awareness of
the challenges and benefits that can
arise when working with families and
networks.

Simulation
workshop at the
mental-physical
interface

• Develop ways of working more
and support networks.
• Feel more confident in managing
interactions with families and carers.
• Reflect on the challenges and benefits
of working with service users’ families
and networks.

• Have a better understanding of the
pathways for the management of
women with perinatal mental health
problems.
•
from across the multi-disciplinary team
and between primary and secondary
health care and social care when
managing women with perinatal mental
illness.

This course is aimed at all hospital
and community doctors and nurses.
These include trainees (foundation year,
core medical, emergency medicine,
core psychiatry, GP), hospital nurses
(community and mental health) and
health care assistants (HCAs).
Any health care professionals working
with the elderly, undertaking a mental
health placement or with an interest in
psychiatry would also benefit from this
course.
Participants will be involved in a series
of simulated scenarios using actors and
mannequins. Debriefing models are
employed to assist participants to learn
positively and constructively from the
experience.

Aims
For participants to:
• Have a better understanding of what
to do during the assessment and
management of acute and community
presentations of people with both
physical and mental healthcare needs.
•
including those from other specialities,
when managing people with physical
and mental health co-morbidity.

Course Outline

Course Outline

This one-day inter-professional course is suitable for
any professional working in adult mental health services.

This one-day inter-professional course is suitable
for a range of clinicians involved in the management
of patients with mental and physical healthcare
co-morbidity in the general hospital and community
setting; and the management of medical problems
and emergencies in the mental health setting.
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• Undertake a comprehensive risk
assessment for women with perinatal
mental illness with greater confidence.

For participants to:

• Demonstrate improved skills in working
within the multi-disciplinary team.

The course will allow participants to be involved in a series of simulated scenarios using
actors and will use established debrief models to assist participants to learn positively
and constructively from the experience.

• Demonstrate improved confidence,
knowledge and skills in the assessment
and management of perinatal mental
illness.

Aims

• Describe the features of a short and
long-term management plan for a new
patient.

Working with
families and
networks

emergency department, the obstetric
ward, the GP surgery or community
mental health team, and at home. It aims

After completing this course those
attending will:

Learning Outcomes
• Demonstrate improved skills in new
patient assessment.

Course Outline

The course addresses the challenges
faced when seeing such patients in

Learning Outcomes

Learning Outcomes
After completing this course those
attending will:
• Demonstrate improved confidence,
knowledge and skills in the
management of people with physical
and mental health co-morbidity.
• Understand the role non-technical skills
(such as team working and leadership)
play in the management of people with
physical and mental healthcare comorbidity.
• Demonstrate improved communication
and collaboration skills within the multidisciplinary team.
• Have increased awareness of the
challenges that can arise when
managing people with mental health
needs in general healthcare and
community settings, and medical needs
in mental health settings, and to discuss
and practice strategies to overcome
these.
• Have increased knowledge of and
confidence in managing practical issues
relating to the use of mental health
legislation and capacity legislation
settings.

Approach
The creative solution for Maudsley Simulation required a number of considerations.
The new brand needed to appeal both to the existing (mainly NHS) healthcare market
currently served by Maudsley Simulation and at the same time reach out to other
potential markets for Maudsley Simulation including other civic agencies and the private
sector where many potential clients reside. The creative brief was developed and shared
– with a focus on the delivery of industry leading simulation from a world renowned team.
Core message touch points were:
Innovation and thought leadership
Integration of technology and actors
Collaboration and active Learning
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Result
The identity project was completed on time and on budget and has resulted in
positive feedback from all stakeholders. The NHS team included the Director and
marketing team as well as input from the NHS business consultants, fundraising and
corporate communications teams. The preferred solution is based on a a tessellation
of hexagons – giving a structured and organic feel. Interestingly a month or so after
the launch of the new Maudsley Simulation brand the BBC unveiled their graphics
and studio set for their coverage of the general election. A tessellation of multicoloured hexagons!
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Testimonial
Design Inc were selected after their credentials pitch due to the apparent efficiency of
their tight-knit team and combination of strategic, creative and project management
capabilities. The project processes progressed as planned and included attendance by
Design Inc at Maudsley Hospital to interview our core team members and to witness
first hand our unique simulation training. The sharing of the creative brief was key to the
creative process staying in focus through the long listing of scamps and short listing of
developed design stages. Looking back, considering the challenging aims of the brief,
the diversity and strength of all the clearly differentiated design proposals Design Inc
presented to us and the need to engage as many stakeholders in the journey - could
have meant a long and arduous decision making process. However, the initially favoured
and ultimately preferred design was almost unanimously selected by all the key decision
makers ‘as was’ and required only minor tweaking to meet all our requirements.
Marketing Executive Dimeji Odebode
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Background
This year’s Subsea Expo provided a showcase for winch manufacturer Motive Offshore
Group with new brand identity development and exhibition stand to reveal.
The results of a busy 3 months’ work for Design Inc including: strategic consultancy,
design, imagery and tone of voice work that was delivered on schedule and on budget
prior to the key subsea show.
Motive Offshore Group committed to making a ‘bigger splash’ with their experiential
investment and the resulting stand design shows off the new brand assets very nicely.

Project Team

Account Manager
Frank Norman

Brand Consultant
David Parker
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Creative Director
Paul Goldring

Studio Manager
Jon Turner

Marine Equipment Specialists
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Approach
The branding brief and subsequent design work was initiated by a restructure of Motive
Offshore Group into 2 divisions and included a client requested development of a
‘device’ to complement the logotype - the coiled cable graphic was the creative option
favoured and features across the stationery and literature templates as both a linework
version and a window for brand imagery.
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Scope
• Brand identity
• Imagery
• Tone of voice
• Colour palette
• Stationery
• Literature
• Experiential
• Signage
• Wayfinding

People.
Product.
Performance.

Motive Rentals, part of the Motive Offshore Group, specialises in
the rental of high capacity winches, umbilical deployment equipment
and specialised subsea equipment.
We are committed to providing the industry with a
new generation of high quality marine products and
equipment that are safe, reliable and up-to-date to
meet appropriate standards and deliver exceptional
performance worldwide. Many of our product lines
are DNV GL approved.
Our brand new products are manufactured by Motive
Engineering, which offers in-house design engineering,
fabrication, machining, assembly and testing. This allows
for short manufacture lead times.

Rental services
• Winch Rental Projects
• Subsea Equipment Rental
• Wire Spooling and Inspections
• Skilled Operators and Technicians
• Offshore Installation Services
• Umbilical Spooling / Deployment Services

Coupled with a clean sheet approach and lean processing
methods, quality and safety are prioritised throughout the
manufacturing process.

Marine Equipment Specialists

Rentals

Rentals

motive-offshore.com

Motive Engineering, part of the Motive Offshore Group, specialises
in the manufacture of high capacity winches, umbilical deployment
equipment and specialised subsea equipment.
We are committed to providing the industry with a
new generation of high quality marine products and
equipment that are safe, reliable and up-to-date to
meet appropriate standards and deliver exceptional
performance worldwide. Many of our product lines are
DNV GL approved.

Marine Equipment Manufacture

Headquartered at our 30-acre site in Boyndie, Aberdeenshire,
Motive Engineering offers in-house design engineering,
fabrication, machining, assembly and testing. This ensures
control and quality is maintained throughout and allows us to
offer short manufacture lead times.

• Pipeline / Umbilical Tensioners

Our comprehensive catalogue of standardised equipment
can be tailored to fit most applications and includes a
complete design and build pack. Bespoke equipment is also
available with our experienced design team available to assist,
regardless of the size of enquiry.

• Drum Winches up to 300T WLL
• Spooling Winches up to 300T WLL
• Electric and Diesel HPUs up to 400kW
• Reel Drive Systems

Subsea Equipment Manufacture
Motive Engineering has designed and developed
a range of innovative and multifunctional subsea
equipment including:
• ROV Powered Subsea Winches up to 20T WLL
• DNV Certified Tooling, Debris and Pipe Recovery
Subsea Baskets with a Payload of up to 25T

People.
Product.
Performance.
Marine Equipment Specialists
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Engineering

motive-offshore.com

Engineering

Result
The colour palette was developed around an optimised shade of light blue and is
inspired by the hi-vis safety equipment colours used in & around the offshore and subsea
industries. We are currently working on the signage, way finding, apparel and vehicle
liveries and look forward to taking the brand to the digital domain in due course.
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Marine Equipment Specialists

People.
Product.
Performance.
Motive Offshore Group, comprising of Motive Rentals and
Motive Engineering, specialises in high capacity winches,
umbilical deployment equipment and specialised subsea equipment.
Marine Equipment Specialists

High Capacity Winches
Electric / Diesel HPUs
Spooling Winches
High Capacity Cranes
Subsea Baskets

Subsea Winches
Reel Drive Systems
Tensioners
Manufacturing Services
Offshore Personnel

Vivien Rae
Marketing & PR Coordinator
T: +44 (0)1261 843537 M: 07738 712187
E: vivien.rae@motive-offshore.com
W: motive-offshore.com
Motive Offshore
Group Ltd
Motive
Rentals AS
Motive Base, Cairnton Road, Boyndie Drome,
Dusavikveien
19,
Banff, Aberdeenshire
AB45 2LR

4007 Stavanger, Norway

Visit us on Stand 148

motive-offshore.com

10309-Motive-Advertisment-PRESS.indd 1
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Marine Equipment Specialists

E: info@motive-services.no
motive-offshore.no

motive-offshore.com
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Marine Equipment Specialists

Motive Rentals AS
Dusavikveien 19,
4007 Stavanger, Norway
E: info@motive-services.no
motive-offshore.no
Registered in Norway No. 912668193
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Approach
The preferred design proposed was based
on a home page and top level navigation
set of close-up images of eyes - the
metaphor being that Vantage enables
looking closer with a new set of eyes
and shows clients ways to enhance their
business processes.

What is your viewpoint?
The Vantage logo is eye-shaped which
added another graphical cue and we
have also providing some brand evolution
throughout the project. The brand imagery
includes a strict hierarchy of imagery that
reflects the consultant interview, the teams
inside view, the clients outside view and the
market sector overview

© Copyright Design Incorporated (UK) Ltd 2015

Image style

Scope
• Website
• Logo Development
• Presentation Decks
• Social Media Entity
• Marketing
• eLiterature
• Online Banners/Video
• eNewsletter and eShots
• White Papers
• Press Release
• Exhibitions
• Business Stationary

Result
The site has already gained very strong feedback
including from SAP themselves who cite Vantage as
dempnstating partner best practice as well as several
existing clients and prospects. A second stage of
website development is planned which will include for
comprehensive SEO and the building of a blog and
email generating facility.

© Copyright Design Incorporated (UK) Ltd 2015
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Performance improvement with SAP

Quick Contact

Quick Contact

Performance improvement with SAP
Home
About us
Solutions
Clients
News
Research
Events
Contact Us

Ahead of the curve

Research

Explitamus aut impe lisimoditia num, met etus expla volu exped quis
etus expla volu expedendi audaptatias reprat eatis explitate con et
volupta.

White Papers

Airlines
Banking
CPG & Pharmaceutical
Insurance
Manufacturing
Oil and Gas
Public Sector
Telecoms
Transport & Logistics
Utilities

Strength in
breadth and depth

Our clients

Consequatus exped quis endi audae paru met etus expla voluptatias
reprat impe lisimoditia numeatis explitamus aut impe lisimoditia num,
met etus expla volu exped quis etus expla volu expedendi audaptatias
reprat eatis explitate con et volupta.

DOWNLOAD

Home
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Solutions
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News
Research
Events
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DOWNLOAD

Work in
progress
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Future thinking
ights

rt ins

EXpe

We work with many global brands and major organisations across the following industry sectors:

Where’s an
independent
perspective

Airlines

Banking

Manufacturing

Oil and Gas

DOWNLOAD

Methodology
Transport & Logistics

UK: +44 (0) 20 7849 3120 Sweden: +46 (0) 8 5090 4669

Join us on

Utilities

© Vantage Performance Solutions Limited 2008 - 2011

CPG & Pharmaceutical

Public Sector

Insurance

Telecoms

We don’t publish client contact details but we
can arrange references from clients in all sectors
so please get in touch to discuss your specific
business needs.

UK: +44 (0) 20 7849 3120 Sweden: +46 (0) 8 5090 4669

Join us on
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Vantage handout

improv

Press release Dressing for sale
It is just over a year since the launch of the Design Inc redesign of the Vantage Performance Solutions
(a SAP Partner business) website and this week it has been announced that the company has just been
bought by Price Waterhouse Coopers. In terms of brand value the cost of the website has provided a
very healthy return on investment in all forms of currency - hearts and minds,
sales leads and dressing the business for sale which was always part of
the grand plan.
In addition to the website design and build Design Inc created content
for the site including an engaging hierarchy of brand imagery and
messages to reflect the proposition of gaining a ‘vantage viewpoint’.
Design Inc also provided copywriting and SEO guidance.
The website was executed to budget and on schedule with
very little design or functionality modification. It has been
performing itself as an effective shop window for this leading
professional services firm. A fact that did not go unnoticed by
PWC. Congratulations to our clients Managing Director
Steve Crook and Marketing Manager Grace Carruthers.
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Testimonial
SAP marketing love our new site, they feel it is in keeping with their
own brand values and messages. They this is a best practice excellent
example of how SAP Partners should be portraying themselves.
Your team at Design Inc really hit our brief and delivered beyond
our expectations. All your creative proposals evolved our company
image and marketing messages and at the same time set us apart and
differentiated us from our competitors. Whilst providing a new ‘message’
platform which could be developed across all our marketing channels.
Grace Carruthers Marketing Manager Vantage Performance Solutions
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Genetics

Approach

Evolution

Mechanism
of change
A hierarchical approach to the strategic
messaging, supported by a big company feel for
the identity and imagery has provided Virtrium
with a brand toolkit that gained immediate buy-in
from the company principals and Associates.

Generation

Structure

We provided a balance between corporate kerb
appeal and a pinch of personality and idiosyncrasy
that spelt confidence. A company with top level
senior involvement in day to day delivery of
client outcomes coupled with a defined way of
operating that differentiates Virtrium from its
larger competitors.

Hybrid

Metamorphosis
© Copyright Design Incorporated (UK) Ltd 2015

Diagram style
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Scope
• Values and mission development
• Message development
• Identity
• Colour
• Imagery
• Tone of voice
• Copy
• Stationery
• Reports/White Papers/Forms
• Marketing materials
• Printed collateral
• Promotional /gift items
• Exoeriential
• Website and other digital assets

Image style
© Copyright Design Incorporated (UK) Ltd 2013

Result
In addition to evolving into a grown up and confident brand and the
setting out of a logical sales stall, as a bonus, the new human face of
Virtrium has vastly improved the profile and quality of
the results of recruitment activities. As a growing
business and one that offers resourcing services recruitment of a higher level of consultant applicant
is a considerable benefit. We expect to see
continued growth from Virtrium followed by
predatory approaches from larger
management consultancies with view
to acquisition.
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Proposal

Service Improvement

Data Sheet

IT Service Management is a process-based discipline designed to maximise
the benefits derived from information technology applications. It aligns IT
service delivery with the immediate and changing needs of an enterprise.
Wherever an organisation is on its IT Service Management maturity
journey it demands continuous service improvement to reduce costs, raise
standards and faultlessly deliver business benefits.

MAN Investments
Service Definition Proposal

The Challenge

The Benefits

The most innovative and functionally rich suite of IT applications and back-office utilities
only benefit an enterprise when they are stable, reliable and delivered transparently to their
customers.
Achieving this efficiency in a lowest cost environment demands a great deal of
Service
time, attention
and experience. Many organisations find it difficult to provide the necessary
Improvement
focus to establish and execute a productive programme of continuous service improvement
using already stretched internal resources.

• Smoother transition from application
development to live production.
• Enhanced continuity of production
service delivery.
• Improved operational efficiency.
• Increased Service Management maturity
and capability.
• Closer alignment of business
requirements to IT service delivery.

Virtrium’s Approach
The most successful and effective service delivery
improvements are achieved through a step-wise
evolution rather than a big-bang metamorphosis.
An evolutionary approach encourages operational
staff to accept and influence the changes required
along the journey. Without sacrificing pace and
energy, an improvement evolution:

Measure

Trevor Didcock, CIO, easyJet
said:

Continuous
Service
Improvement
Gap
Analysis

• represents a low risk to maintaining continuity
of service;
• allows directed reaction and fine tuning as the
business and IT environments move in response
to market, industry and internal change;

Case Study

Strategy &
Architecture

Implement
Plan

• builds on existing expertise and good practice.

“Virtrium’s assistance in the review of
the IT function gave me a consolidated
and evidenced view of our improvement
opportunities and provided a pathway to
develop our maturity to deliver the new
enterprise strategy. The Virtrium team
subsequently helped us transform the IT
Service Delivery function more rapidly and
more surely than we could have achieved
on our own.”

The IT estate for the busines
s has evolved through a seri
es
of acquisitions which has crea
ted a complex range of
technologies, services and
suppliers which are sub-opt
imal
and expensive to operate.
The IT organisation had rece
ntly
been restructured and ther
e was now an opportunity
to
examine alternative sourcin
g.

Virtrium’s experienced consultants will assist your organisation in assessing its current service
management maturity and capability and, having helped you articulate a desired future
state, work with you and your teams to plan and execute a successful service improvement
programme.

For Client

MAN Investments

Organisation

MAN Investments

Submitted by

Consultant Name Consultant email Consultant Mobile

Our approach is collaborative and interactive combining Virtrium’s thought leadership and
industry expertise with your knowledge and business requirements, We ensure full knowledge
and skills transfer - in the use of our proven intellectual property, tools and techniques - from
our consultants to your staff, so that continuous service improvement evolves as a natural part
of your routine service management practice.

Project Ref
Date

© Virtrium Ltd. Pearson Court, 1 Kings Road, Fleet, Hampshire GU51 3SF | Tel: 01252 627776 | www.virtrium.co.uk

Virtrium Limited, Westmead House,
Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 7LP
01252 543022
www.virtrium.co.uk

Exit planning

Prepare today to avoid an unhappy ending

“Quote form
client Apic tent
perit atquis dem
apis iducium
quassi tempore
pliquaut utatem
ali”
Name of Person
Job Title

Opportunity

Virtrium was asked to review
the current
situation and make recommend
ations for
its improvement which was
to include:
• Identification of options
for retention
and/or external sourcing for
service
segments along with justifi
cations for
each choice
• Potential supplier sourcing
models
to be applied including targe
t
transformational areas
• A proposed outline gover
nance
framework to be used in delive
ring IT
services to the business, regard
less of
the source of these services.

Approach
Virtrium applied a structured
approach
consisting of three stages:
Discovery,
Options Analysis & Marke
tplace Review
and creation of a Findings
Report.
A range of key stakeholders
from each
area of IT were engaged during
the
Discovery process to under
stand key
business drivers and issues
as well as the
current service and projec
t status.

Virtrium Limited, Pearson Court,
1 Kings Road, Fleet, Hampshire,
GU51 3SF, United Kingdom
+44 (0)1252 627776
www.virtrium.co.uk

Virtrium Limited, Pearson
Court,
1 Kings Road, Fleet, Hamps
hire,
GU51 3SF, United Kingdom
+44 (0)1252 627776
www.virtrium.co.uk
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As part of the marketplace
review
Virtrium was able to mobil
ise its Forum
membership of leading corpo
rate
organisations to gauge how
they had
optimised sourcing arrang
ements and
identify any potential pitfall
s that were
encountered.
Services were grouped into
service
towers that could be readil
y aligned
with the supplier market in
order to

capitalise on mature servic
e offerings
and exploit competitive press
ures. The
analysis considered both an
in-house
transformational approach
as well as
outsourced options.
In addition the assessment
considered
the alternative commercial
models
available including risk rewar
d, utility and
transformational deals. The
transition and
governance considerations
were reviewed
along with the associated
risks.

Outcome
The findings concluded that
there was a
significant cost benefit assoc
iated with
the implementation of an outso
urcing
strategy. Furthermore it was
concluded
that a multi-source strategy
should
be followed which would ensur
e that
optimally sized suppliers with
appropriate
specialist skills could be aligne
d to
particular service towers.
The service tower approach
also meant
that a phased approach to
the transition
could be adopted which would
minimise
risks and ensure that benefi
ts were
realised in the short term.
There were some key busin
ess savings
targets which needed to be
achieved in
the next twelve months and
the phased
strategy enabled the outso
urcing of
testing services in the short
term which
would significantly reduce
contractor
numbers and deliver imme
diate in year
cost savings.

Home

About us

Competency

Delivery

WhitepapersC

ase studies

News

Contact

Let’s work together
Let’s work together

Strategy &
Architecture
Rote sectatas nonsequos
and ebitisquo cum face...
Read more

Operating
Model &
Organisation

Rote sectatas nonsequos
and ebitisquo cum face...
Read more

Learn more
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Sourcing &
Commercial
Management

Rote sectatas nonsequos
and ebitisquo cum face...
Read more

Service
Improvement
Rote sectatas nonsequos
and ebitisquo cum face...
Read more

Learn more

Governance,
Risk &
Compliance

Rote sectatas nonsequos
and ebitisquo cum face...
Read more

Learn more

Change &
Transformation
Rote sectatas nonsequos
and ebitisquo cum face...
Read more

Testimonial
We engaged Design Inc to help us with a complete rebranding
exercise for Virtrium, including redesign of all company collateral and
development of a new website. Design Inc were invaluable helping us
to refine our message and very quickly got to grips with our complex IT
consultancy business. We were very pleased with the design messages
that Design Inc produced for us and were able to commission them to
develop them into our final products. Our new collateral and website
have been very well received by our clients.
Anne Robson, Marketing Manager, Virtrium
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Biographies
Daniel Gilbert
Managing Director Dan Gilbert founded Design
Incorporated in 1997. We have enjoyed sustained business
growth year on year and in 2012 celebrated our 15th year
of trading.
Dan is a specialist in: Brand & Logo Design Guidance,
Marketing Support, Website Consultancy, Search Engine
Optimisation Consultancy.
A design graduate of Spelthorne College, Daniel began
his career as an apprentice at a large publishing company.
Soon he was managing such prestigious accounts such as
Dorling Kindersley & Texaco.
Headhunted by The BIG Group, Dan was employed to set
up & manage their new design studio, and after 2 years as
Studio Manager, Dan left to start his own company.
Dan founded Design Incorporated in West London in
1997, and has been growing the company steadily to the
present day. His philosophy then has not changed to this
day - “treat the customer right, go the extra mile and
provide the highest quality - and the clients will come back
for more.”

© Copyright Design Incorporated (UK) Ltd 2015

Frank Norman
Frank is the Client Services Director responsible for all
our client services and commercial activities. He will be
the contact with overall responsibility for delivering the
project. Frank has worked for Design Inc for the past 13
years, supporting the majority of our clients from a full
range of business sectors with all their on- and off-line
creative and marketing projects.
Frank is a specialist in: print, advertising and sponsorship.
Before joining Design Inc Frank worked for Haymarket
Publishing and Brady International Print Group.

Biographies
David Parker
David is a specialist in: Brand and Logo Design Guidance, Marketing
Strategy and Positioning, Website Consultancy, PR Support.
David brings branding insight to all Design Inc projects, he distills
the essence of a company and turns it into a tangible asset. This
includes development of brand personality - Identity, Behaviour,
Character and Reputation.

Paul Goldring
Paul works across all of our clients’ business providing
integrated campaigns.

A graduate of London University in addition to 6 years client side
in Rank Xerox and Brown and Root, David has 20 years agency
experience working across many sectors providing brand strategy,
external, internal brand engagement and marketing consultancy.
Integrated campaigns and projects including: advertising, PR,
design, print and web publishing, data and search, digital, AV,
exhibitions, events and environments. In particular

Paul graduated in 1996 from the Basingstoke College
of Technology. From here he moved from a Junior Designer at
Reading College to a Designer at Carters. Developing over the
years, Paul moved through the ranks to become Senior Designer
for Theme Group before moving to Design Inc as our senior
designer.

David has expertise within:
• Engineering
• Manufacturing
• IT/Telecoms
• Financial services
• Public sector central and local
authorities
• Education
• Charities and NGOs

• Environmental/conservation
• Aerospace
• Automotive
• Built environment,
architecture, housingand
property development
• Pharmaceutical/bioscience
• Professional services

David has been nominated for a PR Week award and several
Communications in Business (CIB) Awards and was invited to
participate at BrandGap the Design Council’s branding think tank.
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Paul is a specialist in: Creative and Conceptual Design, Brand
Development & Implementation, Typography & Illustration,
Photo manipulation & photo re-touching.

Paul has experience with:
• meeting clients to discuss their business
objectives and requirements of the job.
• estimating the time required to complete the
work and assisting with quotes for clients.
• developing design briefs by gathering
information and data through research.
• interpreting the client’s business needs and
developing a concept to suit their purpose.
• thinking creatively to produce ideas, concepts
and layouts.
• pitching finalised work to clients and attending
follow up with meetings to take the projects forward.
• creative direction to photographers,
copywriters, web developers and designers.

Biographies
Robert Dandridge
Robert is a passionate Senior Account Mananger
here at Design Inc.
Paul is a specialist in: Email Marketing, Online
Advertising, Marketing Communications, Digital
Marketing and Marketing Strategy
Robert graduated in 1999 from Southampton Solent
University with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Business
Administration and Management. He has over nine years
of B2C experience with household names such as Hasbro
Toys and MTV as well as being xperienced at delivering
account growth across APAC/EMEA and managing
complex large scale B2B builds.

Alison Rocks
Alison leads the project and is responsible for costing/
estimating as well as the day to day management and
deadline meeting. Alison also adds value through her
communication skills and ability to co-ordinate the
strategic, creative and technical delivery.
Specialist in: Project Management

Alison has over 8 years experience in managing major
corporate accounts across numerous sectors specialising
in providing strategy, design, production, marketing and
project management including: marketing campaigns,
experiential campaigns, brand campaigns & launches,
conferences, exhibitions, AGM’s, awards ceremonies,
client & employee incentives.
In particular Alison has expertise within the Retail,
Leisure, Engineering, Financial and IT & Telecoms sectors
and has worked with companies such as River Island, L.K

Bennet, Merlin Entertainment Group, David Lloyd,
Attenda.
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Biographies
Chris Grace
Chris oversees all website design, website programming and
coding here at Design Inc and his career in website marketing
communications grows each year by keeping up to date and
on top of the latest developments and techniques in the
Industry.
Chris Graduated in 2009 from the University of Portsmouth
with a Degree in BSc Entertainment Technology. His skills
include:
• WordPress
• SEO
• PHP
• Photoshop
• Front-end
• Web Applications
• Content Management
• Media Production
• MySQL
• Flash
• HTML and CSS
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John Turner
Jon is a specialist in: Logo Design, Website Design, Brochure
Design, Artwork for Print and Websites.
An honours graduate of Surrey Institute of Art and Design, Jon
joined Design Inc as Creative Designer in 2004 and has since
worked on a large number of accounts including AkzoNobel,
Bombardier Aerospace, BUPA, Dyslexia Action. His early work for
Design Inc led to him being quickly appointed as Studio manager responsible for the daily running & operation of the design studio.
In addition to being fully competent in all design packages
(including QuarkXpress, Indesign, Photoshop, Illustrator, Flash,
CAD), Jon is a specialist in high-quality photo retouching &
manipulation.
John is our safe pair of hands when it comes to all production,
projects through our systems and quality procedures.

TEAM
SELECTOR

How we service our clients
Upon commencement, all projects are allocated a core team
MANAGEMENT

MARKETING

DESIGN

WEB

A nominated, single point of contact Project Director will be
accountable for the smooth running of the project
A client contact will be nominated for content - copy,
imagery & translations, approval of proofs, ,server
administration & URLs and invoicing.

CONTRACT
MAKER 5000

A service level agreement (SLA) can be provided
Regular project status reports will be raised

REPORT

Regular conference calls will be set up

PROOF 2

REPORT

PROOF 1

DI MAGIC
CREATIVE
SPRINKLES

Proofs will be provided at each stage of
the creative process
FINAL
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FINAL

FINAL

FINAL

FINAL

FINAL

CUSTOMER
SERVICES

Some of our clients
®

?
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How we work on our campaigns
A general breakdown of key production milestones are as follows:
• Preproduction proposal review.
• Design Inc to research and gather requirements for functional specifications
documentation
• Scheduling of project and agreement on final costs, delivery of full functional
specification
• Development of design concepts
• Sign off design
• Commence development, and management of project milestones through to
delivery
• Testing phase
• Final delivery or deployment of sight, following client approval
Supporting Documentation
Design Inc will produce and provide several documents and presentations
detailing the design and development requirements of the project to the
client, as follows; (Any documentation can be provided as PDFs or Word docs).
• Wireframe documentation (developed in conjunction with the design team)
• Visual design concept presentations. These will be presented as an online
extranet presentation accessed online using a secure password.
• Detailed functional specifications document; including all functional
requirements for the project, deployment information and any exclusions.
• A project schedule; detailing a breakdown of design and development
resources, feedback times and delivery milestones
• A test plan; detailing the high level functions and user
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Design Inc implement several production processes throughout the
preproduction, design and development phases in order to run each project
efficiently from start to finish. Such processes include the drawing up of
detailed functional spec documentation, setting of project
milestones and development of a detailed test plan.
The preproduction phase is key to each project. The process of scoping prior
to moving forward into the design and development requires
collaboration between the client and Design Inc to define the specific project
requirements, discussing the desired user experience/s and
agreeing on the project schedule.
During design and development, Design Inc manage the production of the
project from design concept to delivery utilizing several project
management tools to assist in the efficient running of the project from day-today, including a milestone and time tracking tool, detailed
schedule and bug tracking application. A dedicated Project Director will
oversee the production of all phases and ensure that all milestones
and deliverables are met.

How we measure the success of our campaigns
Clients achieving and outstripping marketing
and communication aims and sales targets
Client testimonials
Repeat business
Long term client relationships
Recommendations and introductions
Awards
15 years of sustained growth
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Why should you choose to work with us
15 years of experience producing integrated marketing; branding website design, advertising and
branding including award winning campaigns.
Proven results increasing market share, heightening profile, supporting growth plans.
Passionate about delivering creative ideas and technically robust solutions that generate excellent
results.
Senior consultant expertise, combining strategy, creativity and technology.
Highly responsive client servicing.
Dedicated project management and quality control procedures.
Cost effective
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If you like what you see here and would like to find out a bit more
about how we work and the personalities behind the business, why
not call me for a chat. I look forward to hearing from you!

Design Incorporated (UK) Ltd
Centurion House, London Road, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4AX
Tel: 01784 410380 Fax: 01784 410310
www.designinc.co.uk
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